Refractoriness of neurons mediating intracranial self-stimulation in the anterior basal forebrain.
The post-stimulation excitability of neurons mediating electrical self-stimulation of the anterior basal forebrain was evaluated psychophysically in the rat. Rats with electrodes in the nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, lateral preoptic area, diagonal band, or anterior medial forebrain bundle pressed a lever to earn 0.5-s trains of conditioning (C) and test (T) pulse pairs. The C-T interval was systematically varied and the effectiveness of the T-pulse was estimated by measuring the frequency of pulse pairs required to sustain criterion responding. All sites tested demonstrated similar recovery; T-pulse effectiveness, normalized against the effect of the C-pulse, was lowest at delays of 0.4-0.8 ms and it rose monotonically until 5 ms when it achieved an effectiveness plateau of one. Increasing the current of the T-pulse by 50 or 60% failed to hasten recovery, suggesting that the recovery profiles primarily reflect the activation of neurons very soon after emergence from absolute refractoriness. Compared to lateral hypothalamic and ventral tegmental self-stimulation, the neurons that support self-stimulation in the ventral basal forebrain recover more slowly; recovery here is only about half done by the time lateral hypothalamic placements demonstrate complete recovery.